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Call of Duty: Black Ops III introduces the most
ambitious Zombies campaign ever with its
single player mode. Play with up to four players
through an emotionally gripping new story that
tasks players with surviving and eliminating
dozens of new enemies including the undead, in
an effort to save mankind. As the undead
continue to take over the world, it falls upon you
to join forces with the H.A.W.X. (Human
Augmentation Worldwide Extermination) unit to
take them down once and for all. Call of Duty:
Black Ops III Multiplayer Redefines the genre,
offering players three different ways to rank up
and mastering each of the game’s epic weapons
and abilities through the new Specialist
character system, including Modern Warfare and
Black Ops multiplayer gameplay styles. Call of
Duty: Black Ops III Multiplayer mode brings
together old favorites like large-scale battles,
fan-favorite game modes and innovative game
play, and introduces new ways to rank up with
Modern Warfare and Black Ops gameplay styles.
This survival mode features the debut of the
new fluid movement system, allowing players to
feel more free than ever to dash, boost and
slide their way to an escape and victory. Call of
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Duty: Black Ops III Multiplayer mode combines
three unique game modes into one package
that offers both fans and new players a
complete and dynamic multiplayer experience.
Multiplayer mode takes your friends for a ride in
the new, fast-paced five-minute Action and Die-
back mode, and features more heroes than ever
before including four new playable characters.
With all-new special kill (S-Kill) and blood
splatter effects, the game also features a new
horror-themed Soundtrack.
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call of duty: black ops 3 adds more modes than
any other call of duty game, including blackout,

a variety of zombies maps, and a new game
mode named multiplayer op center where you
can play up to 16 players online, and up to 12

with the addition of a local wireless adapter. the
black ops iii game features a revamped zombies

mode called revenants, a new mode called
blackout, and a new game mode called

multiplayer op center. call of duty: black ops 3
also introduces a revamped campaign mode,

which now features a brand new story filled with
new characters and villains and some iconic

black ops 2 zombies maps, including the nacht
der untoten, the ascension, and the kino der
toten. in addition to the original multiplayer

map, marked for death, the developers added
five new multiplayer maps, including the

mission, the blizzard, the parish, the quarry, and
the citadel. call of duty: black ops iii multiplayer
allows players to customize their loadouts with a
vast array of weapons, attachments, and perks.

all guns in call of duty: black ops iii can be
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customized with four attachments: scope, laser,
foregrip, and silencer. players can purchase
attachments from the specialist menu. every
weapon has a unique perk tree, and a player

can equip up to two perks from the tree. players
can choose their loadout on every map, and
only their equipment and current perks are

carried over. black ops iii multiplayer will feature
new classes with their own abilities, weapons,
and loadouts. the specialist is a highly trained

operative that is able to take multiple weapons,
deal high damage and also has access to

upgraded gear. they can also call in support
from the black ops 3 black market. 5ec8ef588b
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